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Fredrik Goldkuhl joins Swedish fuel cell company myFC, with the title CXO and as part 
of the myFC technical management team. His first assignment will be to drive the 
development of the myFC's Lamina Range Extender, targeting the automotive industry. 
 
"As an innovation company, it is crucial to be able to attract technical excellence. With 
Fredrik's knowledge and experience, we further strengthen our execution capabilities and 
increase the pace of taking our advanced development projects, such as Lamina REX, to the 
market," says Björn Westerholm, CEO of MyFC. 
 
Fredrik Goldkuhl joins myFC's tech management team with the title CXO. He was previously 
head of product development at medtech company SciBase, where he helped establish the 
company's products on the European market and prepared for launch in the United States. 
  
Fredrik's first assignment is to run the Lamina REX project at an overall level. He joins myFC 
on September 1, 2017. 
 
For more information, please contact: 
myFC Press Office 
Mail: press@myfc.se 
Phone: +46 (0) 738 09 33 83 

This information is information that myFC is obliged to make public pursuant to the EU Market Abuse Regulation. The 
information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the contact person set out above, at 10:30 CET on 14 of June 
2017. 

 

About myFC  
MyFC is a Swedish innovation company that develops energy solutions using fuel cell 
technology. The company’s first product, myFC PowerTrekk, is a hybrid charger that runs on 
water and salt for small electronic devices. The company launched JAQ, its product platform, 
in Q4 2015. myFC was founded in 2005 and has its head office in Stockholm, Sweden. The 
company was listed on NASDAQ First North in May 2014. The company’s Certified Advisor is 
Avanza Bank. For more information, visit www.myfc.se  
 
 


